This propulsion system appears to offer orjers-of-nagnitude improvements in terras of engineering simplicity and power requirements i^ver any other known feasible system for transport over interstellar distance in a time comparable to a human lifespan.
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2 Laser Propulsion
The limitations of on-bnard prop-.ilSK have led to, the propo sj 1 of us i ng momentum ar.d/o r ene rgy transfer from a locally based laser [: '.•,6,7] . In the sirple.it version of this propulsion, s/sten, a stream of photons is launched from a la-\ge lar.er situated in the solar system. The photon 1 ;; travel across interstellar space, e.g. to a mirror 1 , on the interstellar probe. Each arriving photon ex^ts a push -"I the mirror, thereby accelerating 1 ! ^he pfobo. Ttio ultimate i^wr so.u--co , * , hich driveL', th«:: interstel lar pro.be is located near • l .c ] <. ~-:;r 'pho'ton launcher' in the solar system. 1hj.s -\s the tremendous advantage th.at tiie Vf(-:r,i--]' power source do.es no.c have to be accelerated wit.h the probe. Therefore, althc-t»jh tlie pov.-er so-ufc> required may be large, it can have roasona::}( speci f ic power (power per uni t mass) . We rc-.r, therefore be confident that such .? po**er srurce can be designed without impossibly exotic technologior,. However, amor-g oti.er prcLl^r.s, tie inherent dispersion of a laser btvx-n 1 imits tr.o acceleration of the interstellar probe to a reci<n very close to the source 'j^S* to 10""^ [> 2 light-year even for a garo^-ray laser, v.liere ^ :s the dimension of the r>ptical surfaces in notes . The probe must therefore be accelerated v«rv rapidly. The resulting high optical quality .".rJ the p-'wer and efficiencies required in the lasf/, combined with the limitations imposed by the probe's waste heat rejection system, again pr .-sent technolog i ca 1 pr obi cms wi th no for*:, jeable solution.
* * "* Pc llet-stream Propuslsion
The fundamental physical limitation presented by the optical dispersion of a laser source can be overcome by using a pellet stream rather that a photon stream for the momentum transfer.
in the microscopic limit, this solution would involve launching the probe itself, e.g_. from a linear mass d r ivor.
However, the enormous specific energy -A the probe (4.5 x 10^ v 2 /c^ joule/kg for a probe with velocity relative to the velocity of liyhL of v/c) uT'uld require breaking it down into a large nanber of subassemblies, each of which would have t<< be capable of withstanding the l()3-)o7 gravities acceleration used during launch, and w-uld then rendevous for automatic reassembly.
This may prove impractical.
The optimum solution appears to be to launch a 
PRC6E KINEMATICS*
In this Section we describe the missi-m pn-nics which can be achieved by pellet-stream pr'-pulsi-n.
We use the momentum balance of the probe to determine the specific power arriving at the pr< t«e and also the power requi regents for the pellet-stream launcher.
Conservation Rqu.=iti<-ns
The momentum balance of the probe is
where mp = total mass of probe, vp = velocity r-Z £robe, vs = velocity of pellets in stream. insvr/vs = (doppler si'if ted) rate of pellet mass arriving at the probe, u is the momentum transfer efficiency ( u = ] for elastic rebound; u = 1/2 for 'stop and drop'}, and
is the ^relative velocity of the pellet stream with
The equations in Section 2 are in mks units, in other Sections the units are either mks or specified in the text. The units listed in Table  • are chosen for convenience and do ret indicate  chat the symbols listed have these units in the  text. respcct to the probe. The (doppler shifted) gower ir.tercepted by the £robe is Pp = (i/2)(^vr/vs) vr 2 ,
and the power with which the intercepted ^trea-n particles were launched is p s = *Svs 2 /2 •
An important parameter for any high power propulsion system is the specific power S_ processed by the propulsion unit or. board He probe. In particular, the total mass m p of the probe is the sum of the payload mass m 0 and the mass Pp/Sp of the propulsion unit; in terms of Sp we have (5) determine the kinematics (position as a function of time) of the probe in terms of the relevant engineering-limited parameters which are Sp, the pellet-strea-n launch velocity v s , and the launcher power P s< -jfc e present calculation is nonrela'.ivistic {i.e_. assumes all velocities are small compared to the velocity of light), which is adequate for the missions of interest here.
2•2 Acceleration For Duration of Flight
As an example of the probe kinematics, we consider the case where the following three parameters are constant in time: P p {power into propulsion unit}, S_ (propulsion unit specific power) , and v s (pellet-stream velocity viewed from earth). We calculate the maximum pellet-streani launcher power P s needed during the course of a given mission. 
and integrated again to give the distance to the probe
For given total mission time t*, total distance 1* = 1 ft*) and specific power Sp, there is an optimum pellet launch velocity which minimizes the power P peaK = P s (t*) which is required to launch the pellets which arrive at the probe at time t*. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for u = 1 (elastic rebound) and for various values o£ probe specific power Sp.
The specific power is given in multiples of S* = l*?t.-3 .
The power and velocity are given in the natural dimensionless units of P4 = m S* and v* = l*t*~* on the l~ft-hand and bottom scales of Fig .24 GW, v*/c = .034). Fig. 1 shows that, if a high specific power can be processed by the probe, then the required launcher power is low; this is Table 1 .
It is straightforward to generalize the above analysis, for example to relax the requirement P = constant, so that the source power can be left on [or the full mission and used more efficiently I near the end of the mission. However, since a shorter acceleration phase makes it easier to collimate the particle stream, we will find it adequate to restrict ourselves to the analysis whose results are shown in Figs. 1 to 4.
Scaling
An important aspect of the above analysis is the strong dependence of the technological requirements on the parameters l* r t*, and n^. In particular, the technuloqical problems become much less severe for a moderate increase in the total mission time t*. For example, the specific power S <• U 2 t*" 3 and the .Tource power p fi =• m 0 i* 2 t*~J scale as the invoke cubfi of t*. Also, the length of the pellet launcher scales as l* 2 t*~2. Finally, the ,:iax:murr. average acceleration experienced by the probe is a ^ a l*t*~2. Since the mechanical stresses for which the probe must be designed may be proportional to a max , the difficulty •;•£ achieving a given specific power S^ may scale as -> ma> ..^ ' l* 3 t*~^, so that a modest increase in the T.:.-=siofi • time t A will tr.nke the design of the propulsion unit much easier. where a g j s assume constant and measured in megagravities (1 Mgrav = 9.8x10*5 m/s 2 ) and L s is in megameters,.
Among the many possible schemes for launching pellets, the most straightforward involve linear magnetic accelerators. If such an accelerator is stationed In space, it can be extended essentially without limit, as was apparently first noted in 195Q by Clarke [8] , who also prophetically speculated that an electromagnetic launcher might conceivably be put to some unspecified use for interstellar £1ight.
A 'conventional• magnetic accelerator uses copper driving coils to propel a superconducting pellet or bucket, and would be hard-pressed to achieve the submicrosecond switching times required here. Faster switching could be achieved by the 'superconducting quench gun' !9J. A suitable system can undoubtedly be designed b/ urging sufficiently large coils and power supplies, but doterming the size and cost will require a detailed engineering analysis. The present cost of an electromagnetic mass driver is on the .-^rde-r of one person-year per meter, but this co.sr could be larger for more sophisticated technologies or could be markedly reduced by macs production cf the system components. With recoc-ct to the achievable pellet acceleration a Sf it should be noted that accelerations of 0. The launcher would be built in a large numb---of subsections, between which the pellet velocities would be corrected by 't^im' coils. The station-keeping requirements requi red to correct accelerator misalignment due to gravitational perturbations within the solar system iiave been considered and found to require very modest propulsion systems on the n -ss driver segments.
Source Power
The power requirement for any near-term interstellar mission is rendered formidable by the high specific energy of the payload |_e. £", 0,1 ai-century/tonne for v £iflal / c = 1/10). Three possible solutions for the power source include nuclear power, bi-'ccnversion of solar power, urd physical conversion o£ solar power. :t should bo noted that this estimate of .'•! may be an crtJer cf magnitude or more too low if the grains are mere abundant or if they are siqnific.ntiy nonuniform i., size. On the other hand, ,',1 may be an order of magnitude or more lower if wi have overestimated the grain matter deasity or the erosion efficiency r.
It may be possible to reduce the dispersion ul by creating a honeycomb surface on the stream pellets to retard gas escape and thereby decrease n. Alternatively, if r, is unavoidably ra'-ge not only for grains but also for interstellar gas atoms impinging on the probe, then the steady gas drag might be u:.ed to orient projectile-shaped pellets to minimize the area swept out by the projectiles.
Both of these options may place limitations on the acceleration which can bo tolerated at launch, however, because they require highly structured projectiles.
INTERCEPTING TOE STREW
Focusing the pellet stream onto the probe propulsion device is complicated by the large relative velocity of the stream and probe and by the apparent impossibility of trailing my device more than a few hundred kilometers behind the probe. Four possible solutions are suggested.
First, a series of 102 or mce peilet collimators, which limit the dispersion of the pellet stream to a few meters, could be prelaunched or shed from the probe.
These collimators would function in a manner similar to the initial velocity dispersion corrector, discussed above in Section 4. Second, the probe could detect the incomirrg pellets usijg its communicaLions antenna as a radar, ar.d accurately fire microprojectiles at the incoming stream pellets to deflect them onto the desired trajectories. Third, the relative velocity of the stream and probe could be reduced arbitrarily {at the expense of higher pellet-stream launcher power), so that the probe could either drag a course correction device o" even move into the path of each streaifl pellet.
Fourth, the acceleration phase of tfte mission couid take place over a fraction of a light yea-(again at the expense of higher pellet-stream launcher powe^;. This finc-i option ,iot only reduces the dispersion of the incoming stream b'.t also frrt'S the stream launcher for other missions.
PROBE PROPULfION UNIT
The purpose of the propulsion unit is to reflect incoming streain pellets while producing a minimum amount of energy dissipation.
Two methods are considered.
For both methods, the incoming pellets are assumed to be focused to arbitrary accuracy by the course correction systems discussed above.
One possible r r . pulsion unit would rebound the stream pellets with a high efficiency electromagnetic mass driver. However, the energy storage reguired {/t.5xl(! 14 J/kg for v r /c = 0.1) nay be prohibitive unless the stream pellets are very small. On the ether hind, the *v! -. :nd concept would avoid nuclear '-.CM-LS alt>.<-' h-^ hut demand an expandable, hi ;h~p--ve r -dt/n < u" _. Jt.-vjco *. accurately reflect a pellet r.i-'t-aTi toj,:k toward the manned vessel. Of. course, once the 'interstellar highway' has been traversed, then a p*_'llct-st rea™ launcher can he constructed al the 0ther end f or relatively easy two-way travel i i f th"e is any motivation to do "•>.
studies of interstellar propulsl r: fr^Ti the real."i of an 'existence p-oof into a realm where mce detailed designs will suggest a useful direction for the development of advanced propulsion concepts fo.-local use.
It also suggests an additional rationale for a spaceoorne manufacturing capability in earth orbit [17, 18] , It should be noted that the high performance pellet-stream mission analyzed in Section 8 of this pajjer borrows extensively from Daedalus techno! >jy. Given that this assumed technology ; ray b-"-overly optimistic, particularly with f espoct '.'• the power density in the on-bca r J P r cpelo:; n system, a more realistic low pe*-f .> rmancc pe 11e t-stream miss ien, such as that outlined in Section 9, might in fact take 5 centu'y or i:;ore. This would extend the timescdle for interstellar exploration, but the magnitude of the investment required should sti 11 he considerdbly less than the solar-system-wide efl "'rt required even for a more conservative •Daedalus concept. , naiteiy : in'-f-^tei laexploration {i i; interstel la*-set:. T -T." ar^ 1 i i i; the search lor excraterrestrial i. '.V-. '. : i-'r.c-r-. Wo consider these in turn.
Interstellar Exploration
The main thrust of this paper has been to demonstrate that pellet-stream propulsion offers order of magnitude-improvements relative to fusion rocket propulsion. While fusion rocket p-opulsion may be posible in several centuries in a solar-system-wide tv. .nomy, peliet-strea-.
propulsion can p-obably be accomplished in the order of a century in a near-earth ('cis-1unar') economy. That such a possibility exists may brirKj The ultimate motivation for interstellar exploration is undoubtedly the dream of interstellar settlement. It can be argued that interstellar settlement would be a tremendous boon £o r human cultural diversity and may even be essential for the survival of our progeny on historically -> paleoanthropologically significant timescales (101 -> 10 6 yr).
Not only would a pel let-stream launcher provide a continuing facility f: r launch irv; :~tco:-.belIar settlement, but the special advantage's of pellet-streams for deceleration would enormously facilitate manned settlement. In addition, the prior launching of pellet-stream collimators for interstellar probes •would provide a natural step-by-step path in establishing 'highways to the stars* and eliminating the technological and possibly the political, psychological/ or sociological barriers in the way of manned interstellar exploration and/or settlement.
Thus, the more clearly indontified path towards interstellar settlement offered by pellet-stream technology may help make a primary -iiai of Interstellar Suxiies a re. But this will require develop-.en^ which D^.TO^:; in a timely fashion a:>i add^^-sses pr.-^^,^ c n ti_,. relevant tirr.oscale. Ttie fun ion cok'nuiiity can not afford to be starry eyed aoout a miilenial energy economy wtiich will :v:ver exist, or to iqn.-re technological devoioji-^nts in see:-;.] rvjly urr-eiatci fields in the c.-^placent surity that fusion is the long term solution t--> Che or.e-'gy p-oblan.
If such a narrow perspective is taken, then mistakes nay The contirje.
•xt is to: crvo iJ, it appear socidt'-i-i wit densitv in v.vised by ti.
•\ir sour^ j nea 1 nentu;: to th hiqh velocit : •••. ntroiiv:; r,H possible •iio:-.i that opi;y;-i will i.ii-r. on the iot provide a ;: -n. This is Likely to be :-\-h.
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